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The William H. Gross Collection
LOT 106°

One of the world’s rarest, most iconic and most valuable stamps—
the legendary 2¢ Blue “Hawaiian Missionary”—the only unused example and
the finest among the fifteen recorded, of which ten are in private hands
ESTIMATE $500,000-750,000

DESCRIPTION
Hawaii, 1851, 2¢ Blue (1), Type II--the right position in the setting of
two—unused, full deep impression on bright fresh paper, large margins with framelines complete all around and just touched at lower
left, a few spots of blue printer’s ink on back, completely sound

PROVENANCE
Gaston Leroux (reported to have been owned by Leroux in the 19th
century and sold to Ferrary)
Philipp von Ferrary (also Philip Ferrari de La Renotière), Hotel
Drouot, Paris, supervised by M. G. Gilbert, Sale 1, 6/23/1921, lot 56, to
Burrus
Maurice Burrus, H. R. Harmer sale, 5/27/1963, lot 160, to Weills for
Phillips
Benjamin D. Phillips (collection sold privately to Weills, 1968)
Alfred J. Ostheimer III (bought privately from Weills and sold privately through Weills to Twigg-Smith, circa 1970)
Thurston-Twigg Smith (collection owned by Honolulu Advertiser
newspaper and Persis Corporation family holding company)
Honolulu Advertiser (Persis), Siegel Auction Galleries, 11/7-11/1995,
Sale 769, lot 11, to Walter J. Mader (bidding for Greg Manning)
Ivy & Mader PACIFIC ‘97 auction, 6/2/1997, lot 1063, to William H.
Gross

CENSUS, LITERATURE AND EXHIBITION REFERENCES
Siegel census no. 1-II-UNC-1
https://siegelauctions.com/census/hawaii/scott/1
Meyer-Harris census no. 8
Brewster census no. l-II-Unused-l
L. N. Williams, Encyclopaedia of Rare and Famous Stamps, Vol. I,
pp. 137-139
ANPHILEX 1971 Invited Exhibits (Honolulu Advertiser)

World Stamp Show 2016 Court of Honor (Gross)

CERTIFICATION
The Philatelic Foundation (1995)

CONDITION NOTES
Extremely Fine—perfection

HISTORY AND COMMENTARY
The Hawaiian Missionaries

Few stamps in the world inspire such awe and acquisitiveness as do the Hawaiian Missionaries. With their simple typeset composition, Pacific Blue color, exotic origin and historic
purpose, the Missionaries have commanded the attention of
collectors for as long as philately has existed. No other stamp
has been described in LIFE magazine as “pound for pound,
the most valuable substance on earth.” One even had a
major role in a Hollywood movie starring Cary Grant and
Audrey Hepburn.
There are only fifteen 2¢ Hawaiian Missionary stamps
known, and, considering how long collectors have been
searching for more without success, that number is unlikely
to increase. Five of the stamps are held by museums, leaving
collectors with ten to possess.
Twelve 2¢ Missionaries have faults or repairs, and only
three are considered sound. A sound stamp off cover was
bought by the Smithsonian National Postal Museum in 1995,
which removed it from the collector market forever. Another
sound 2¢ is on the famous Dawson cover. The only sound
stamp in private hands and off cover is this one, which is not
only flawless, but miraculously was never cancelled.
One cannot help marveling at the condition of this stamp,
which is printed on pelure paper so delicate, it curls in the
palm of the hand. Everything about the stamp is perfect, as
though a Missionary’s prayer to protect it from the ravages
of time was answered.
To fully appreciate the 2¢ Hawaiian Missionary, a good
place to start is the reason for its existence.

The Honolulu Post Office and its American Postmaster

In December 1850 the Hawaiian government created the
first official post office and established postage rates on inbound and outbound mail (inter-island mail was carried free
until 1859). In June 1851 the first postmaster, Henry M.
Whitney, was authorized by the privy council to issue stamps
to prepay the new rates. Whitney, an American, used the
printing press at the office of the
government newspaper, The Polynesian, to print the first issue, known to
philatelists as the Missionaries.
The Missionaries were issued in
three denominations that prepaid
rates within Hawaii and to the
United States: 2¢ for newspapers to
the U.S.; 5¢ for the Hawaiian
postage; and 13¢ for the rate to the
U.S. East Coast (5¢ Hawaiian, 2¢
ship fee, and 6¢ transcontinental
Henry M. Whitney
U.S. postage).
continued on next page
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Postmaster Whitney issued the Missionary stamps on October 1,
1851, and they remained in use as Hawaii’s only postage stamps
until the Kamehameha III issue was placed on sale in May 1853.
The Missionaries continued to be used in 1853 and 1854, and examples have been found dated as late as March 1856, when supplies
of the 5¢ Kamehameha III stamps were running out. The earliest
dated Missionary was used on December 30, 1851.

The Polynesian Printing Press

The Missionaries were printed on a small hand-operated press.
The designs were created by assembling type and ornaments into
two nearly-identical side-by-side settings. The ornaments surrounding the numeral value come from a stock font sold by several 19th
century type foundries. Remarkably, these ornaments show little
change between settings.
Sheets of an unknown number of stamps were made by making
multiple impressions from these dual settings. The lefthand stamp
in the setting (as printed) is known as Type I, and the righthand
stamp is Type II. On Type I the “P” of “Postage” in the top label is
slightly indented; on Type II, the “P” is flush left with the “H” of
“Hawaiian.” The relative positions of the two types were a mystery
until the Dawson find in 1904, which included the cover bearing a
strip of three 13¢ “Hawaiian Postage” Missionaries, proving beyond
doubt that Type I (“P” indented) was on the left and Type II (“H”
and “P” aligned) was on the right, as printed.
The ink used to print the Missionaries is a consistent shade of
bright metallic blue. The ink and paper are very similar to those
used to print the first Carrier Department stamps of Boston in 1849.
The paper is called pelure and has a very thin tissue-like texture.
Without gum it is soft and flexible, but prone to tears. With gum it
can become brittle. For these reasons 90% of all Missionaries have
faults to some degree, and more than 60% have serious defects or
repairs. Examples of Missionaries have been found as fragments or
with pieces missing before they were cancelled in Honolulu, proving
that the peculiar paper was difficult to handle even at the time of
issue. One wonders if the stout card stock used for the 1853 Kamehameha III issue was specifically requested by Postmaster Whitney
as a reaction to his experience with the Missionaries.

The 2¢ Missionary

The remarkable sound unused 2¢ Missionary is the finest of the
fifteen recorded examples, of which ten are in private hands. All fifteen are shown on the opposite page, and provenance details for
each may be found on the Siegel website Census section.
The unused 2¢ first appeared in
the opening sale of the famed Ferrary
collection, held at the Hotel Drouot
in Paris on June 23, 1921, under the
supervision of M. G. Gilbert. In the
sale this stamp was described “probablement le plus bel exemplaire qui existe de
ce timbre” (“probably the most beautiful example of this stamp that exists”). It has been reported that
Ferrary bought the stamp before
1900 from a collector named Gaston
Leroux. There is also an apocryphal
story about Leroux being murdered
Philipp von Ferrary
by another collector who desperately
(1850-1917)
wanted the stamp.
The 2¢ Missionary was purchased in the Ferrary sale by Maurice
Burrus, the Alsatian tobacco magnate, for the U.S. dollar equivalent
of $14,700—the highest price ever paid for a single stamp at that
time. By comparison, in subsequent Ferrary sales the Swedish 1857
3-skilling banco Yellow (Gold) color error was sold for $3,095, the
Baden 1851 9-kreuzer Blue-Green color error on cover sold for
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$8,087, and an unused Mauritius
1847 One-penny “Post Office” realized $9,733.
When the 2¢ Missionary was
featured in LIFE magazine’s
“World’s Rarest Stamps” (May 3,
1954), courtesy of Burrus, it was
valued at $20,000. The massive
Burrus collection was dispersed
after his death in numerous auctions in the 1960s, and the Hawaii
was sold by H. R. Harmer of New
York on May 27, 1963. In that sale
Maurice Burrus (1882-1959)
the 2¢ soared to the world-record
price of $41,000. The successful bidders were Raymond and Roger
Weill, on behalf of Benjamin D. Phillips. When asked why the stamp
was so valuable, Raymond answered that it “was one of the two or
three sound copies of an extremely rare stamp, unique in unused
condition, intriguing through ancestry, and issued by an American
postmaster for what is now the 50th state in the union...” The record
sale was reported extensively in the news media, but nowhere so
imaginatively as in LIFE magazine (November 29, 1963), which devoted a full page in color to proclaim, “This, pound for pound, is
the most valuable substance on earth.” Weighing in at a mere one
two-thousandths of a troy ounce, its value was calculated at
$1,195,833,395.61 per pound.
Months after the Burrus auction,
the Missionary earned fame in the
Oscar-nominated motion picture
Charade, which cast the fabled stamp
in a starring role with Cary Grant
and Audrey Hepburn (we will not
tell the ending). The unused 2¢
joined the unique 2¢ Dawson cover
in the Phillips collection, and after
acquiring the collection in 1968, the
Weills sold these two stellar rarities
to Alfred J. Ostheimer III. By this
point, Ostheimer’s friend, Thurston
Alfred J. Ostheimer III
Twigg-Smith, had become much
(1908-1983)
more seriously interested in building
his collection of Hawaii, and Ostheimer agreed to sell him his collection, with their mutual friend, Raymond Weill, brokering the
transaction.
Twigg-Smith was a descendant of the
first missionaries and formed the most
outstanding collection of Hawaii’s stamps
and postal history ever assembled, which
was sold by the Siegel firm in 1995. Walter J. Mader, a former Siegel employee
who was working for Greg Manning at
the time, attended the historic Honolulu
Advertiser sale on Manning’s behalf.
Mader executed the winning bid of
$600,000 for the stamp, which was exceeded in the sale only by the $1.9 million bid for the Dawson cover.
Thurston Twigg-Smith
The Missionary was sold by Manning
(1921-2016)
to Mr. Gross two years later at PACIFIC ‘97
in San Francisco, where the Ivy & Mader firm (a Manning company)
held a special show auction. Since then the stamp has been one of
Mr. Gross’s personal favorites, and its placement as the ultimate lot
in this sale of United States stamps is a nod to Postmaster Whitney,
the American who helped the Kingdom of Hawaii establish its first
postal system and its timeless philatelic legacy. ◼

The William H. Gross Collection
The Fifteen Recorded 2¢ Missionary Stamps

1—Unused

• = Museum ownership (5 stamps)

•2—Used

3—Used

•4—Used

5—Used

6—Used

7—Used

•8—Used

9—Used

10—Used

11—Used

•12—Used

•13—Used

14—On Piece

15—The Dawson Cover
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